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Editors Note: Same of the popular high school chemistry texts 
ontain discussions and homewnrk prohlems that clearly suggest that 
he onlv reason that atomic weiehts deviate from whole numhers is 

~~ , 
he exi-temc uf irl,tqws. Purtherm<m. the witor hw f i n d  that few 
mder.radustc. c,r heyinnint: ~rmluatr F ~ ~ ~ ~ L I , I C  < hein~~try w p w r  
I, under*tnnd rhnr matteri are nut thi.; 4tnple. 'The mtwmrrptiun 
s apparently common. For this reason the following article was so- 
icited. Papers dealing with other misconceptions commonly taught 
n introductory courses would be welcomed. 

Binding Energy and Atomic Weight Calculations 

George Bodner 
Purdue University 
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 

There ark several related questinns surrounding the concept 
,f atomic weights, as this concept is presented in several in- 
troductory chemistry textbooks, which appear to he a source 
,f some confusion. For example 

1) The "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" gives the rest mass 
,f the electron, proton and neutron as 5.48597 X lo-'. 1.00727663, 
md 1.0086654 amu, respectively. However, the weight of akzC atom 
1s defined as exactly 12.000.. .am", or leas than the sum of the weights 
sf its parts. 

2) The average atomic weight of carbon is said to he larger than 
12 am", i.e., 12.001 am", due to the presence of the QT and Q'C iso- 
topes. However, oxygen exhibits an average atomic weight of 15.9994 
mu ,  although the only isotopes of ahundance are A", A'0 and inO 

3) When a student is asked to calculate the relative ahundances 
3f the two isotopes of hromine, 3RRr and $,Rr, on the basis of the as- 
aumption that the average atomic weight reflects these abundances, 
I.e. 

(79.904 am"). 100 = (79 am"). X + 81 (amu). Y 
X + Y = 1 0 0  

the values ohtained (X = 54.80?6, Y = 45.20%) differ sipificantly from 
the relative ahundances found in the "Handhook" (X = 50.54%, Y 
= 49.56%). 

This apparent confusion stems from the fact that the weight 
of an atom is not equal to the sum of the weights of its parts. 
For example, the predicted weight of the i'C isotope (fifp + 
fihn + 12P,e) would he 12.10224 amu. The difference hetween 
the observed atomic weight and the predicted atomic weight 
is said to he the mass defect for :"C. In relativistic terms ( E  
= mc" we argue that 0.10224 amu of mass is lost during the 
formation of theQ'C atom, and this corresponds to the release 
of 2.193 X lo9 kcallmole. This energy is said to represent the 
binding enerev of the!'% nucleus. or the enerw released when ... .,- 
this nucleus is formed via condensation of the nucleons. The 
hindine enerev is thus a reflection of the stahilitv of the nu- ~,. 
cleus, and empirically is equal to 2.145 X 101° kc~llmole per 
amu of mass that is lost. The surrestion that fi52 million 
kcallmole of energy are released during the thermonuclear 
fusion reactions leadine to $He is readilv understood hv noting 
that the mass defect for C H ~  is 0.0:30%3 amu or 6.517 X 10? 
kcallmole. 

It is intcwit~ny 118 notr that the ma<$ deiect for!%? is all- 
pwximately :1.:11 timrs na larye AS t he m a s  deiect l i ~ r  !He. It 

appears that the mass defect or hinding energy increases with 
increasing atomic numher a t  a slightly faster rate than the 
increase in atomic weight. If we examine the mass defect or 
hiudiue enerev uer nucleon. we note that  this auantitv in- ~., . 
crraars with increabing atomic numher (Z) until a n~aximmn 
is oherved at ahout ?.Fe.Thu;i, fusion of the lighter nuclei for 
which % is IPS than 2t; liberiltw enerm, wherc~s  fission of the 
heavier nuclei with % rreater than 26 leads to the liberation 
of energy. A simplifieirepresentation of the hinding energy 
dependence upon atomic numher is shown in the figure. 
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We may now specifically address the questions raised ear- 
lier. We see that the weieht of the PC atom is less than the sum 
of the weights of the frbm which this atom is com- 
posed due to the liberation of significant amounts of energy 
during its formation. The average atomic weight of oxygen is 
less than 16 amu since the true atomic weight of the k60 iso- 
tope is 15.99491 amu, and the natural ahundances of i70 and 
QRO total less than 0.25%. Finally, accurate relative ahundances 
of 3;Br and :$r can he readily calculated on the basis of the 
true atomic weights of these isotopes. 

(79.904 amu) .I00 = (78.9183 arnu) . X + (80.9163 amu) . Y 
X + Y = 100 

The Thermometer Needs Renaming 

Richard S. Treutow 
Chicago State ~ n i u e m i t y  
Chicago, Illinois 60628 

Beginning chemistry students often have difficulty ap- 
preciating the difference hetween heat content, an extensive 
prnpertyof matter, and temperature, an intensive property. 
In an effort to help, teachers point out that  oceans contain 
tremendous amounts of heat, hut have only modest temper- 
atures. Yet, the fact remains that when a pot of coffee is 
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